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PAPER
Cloud-edge-end Collaborative Multi-service Resource Management
for IoT-based Distribution Grid

Feng WANG†a), Xiangyu WEN†, Lisheng LI†, Yan WEN††, Shidong ZHANG†, and Yang LIU†, Nonmembers

SUMMARY The rapid advancement of cloud-edge-end collaboration
offers a feasible solution to realize low-delay and low-energy-consumption
data processing for internet of things (IoT)-based smart distribution grid.
The major concern of cloud-edge-end collaboration lies on resource man-
agement. However, the joint optimization of heterogeneous resources
involves multiple timescales, and the optimization decisions of different
timescales are intertwined. In addition, burst electromagnetic interference
will affect the channel environment of the distribution grid, leading to inac-
curacies in optimization decisions, which can result in negative influences
such as slow convergence and strong fluctuations. Hence, we propose a
cloud-edge-end collaborative multi-timescale multi-service resource man-
agement algorithm. Large-timescale device scheduling is optimized by
sliding window pricing matching, which enables accurate matching estima-
tion and effective conflict elimination. Small-timescale compression level
selection and power control are jointly optimized by disturbance-robust
upper confidence bound (UCB), which perceives the presence of electro-
magnetic interference and adjusts exploration tendency for convergence
improvement. Simulation outcomes illustrate the excellent performance of
the proposed algorithm.
key words: IoT, cloud-edge-device collaboration, distribution grid, sliding
window pricing matching, disturbance-robust UCB, resource management

1. Introduction

Distribution grid is the key pillar of smart grid which serves
as the bridge between high-voltage power grid and low-
voltage energy consumer. Massive internet of things (IoT)
devices are deployed in distribution power grid to collect the
operation data of major electric equipment [1]. These col-
lected data are uploaded, processed, and mined to support
novel multi-services such as source-grid-load-storage physi-
cal collaboration, power supply and utilization resource col-
laboration, operation and control service collaboration, as
well as ecological collaboration of external and inner power
grid. However, conventional cloud computing cannot fulfill
the demands to reduce latency and energy consumption due
to long data backhaul distance and communication bottle-
neck [2].

Cloud-edge-end collaboration is a novel distributed
computingmodel that integrates the advantages of edge com-
puting and cloud computing. It enables efficient resource al-
location by leveraging the distributed computing capabilities
of the cloud, edge, and end sides. By effectively combining
the powerful computing and data analysis capabilities of the
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cloud with the high real-time performance advantages of the
edge, cloud-edge-end collaboration achieves more efficient
computing and data processing capabilities while reducing
network latency [3]. The major concern of cloud-edge-
end collaboration lies on management of multi-dimensional
sensing, communication, and computing resources [4], [5].
For example, edge gateways optimize device scheduling, data
compression level selection, and transmission power control
to reduce data queuing delay, transmission redundancy, and
energy consumption. There exist various studies attempt to
investigate cloud-edge-end collaborative resource manage-
ment. In [6], Fang et al. employed deep reinforcement
learning assisted cooperative caching and task unloading
algorithms to optimize energy consumption of cloud-edge-
end cooperative networks. Yang et al. proposed the novel
cloud-edge-end orchestrated computing scheme for reduc-
ing energy consumption and obtaining optimal policies by
repairing missing values in [7]. In [8], Fan et al. proposed
the task unloading and resource scheduling plan to realize
the overall task handling latency optimization in cloud-edge-
end network. However, despite the rapid progress achieved
by aforementioned studies, several open issues remain unad-
dressed, which are summarized as below.

First, multi-service resource management in IoT-based
distribution grid involves the coordinated scheduling of sens-
ing, communication, and computing resources. Different
optimization variables have different appropriate timescales.
For instance, to avoid large communication overheads caused
by frequent switching of device, device scheduling could be
optimized at large timescale [9]. On the other hand, compres-
sion level selection, power control, and computing resource
allocation should be jointly optimized at small timescale to
accommodate time-varying communication quality as well
as queuing backlog [10]. Second, the device scheduling at
large timescale depends on decisions of resource manage-
ment at small timescale, and vice versa. The specific pref-
erence of IoT device towards device scheduling depends on
both energy consumption and queuing delay performances,
which are not a priori until the small-timescale resource
management decisions are made and executed [11]. Finally,
electromagnetic interference caused by large-scale deploy-
ment of power electronics equipment such as distributed
photovoltaic (PV) inverter, electric vehicle, reactive power
compensation capacitor, and insulated gate bipolar transis-
tor (IGPT) has a strong disturbance on channel gain and data
transmission. Conventional compression level selection and
power control joint optimization algorithms cannot rapidly
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explore alternative optimal strategy under impulse electro-
magnetic interference with intermittent characteristics and
suffer from slow convergence and large fluctuation [12].

Matching algorithm is a method used to address com-
binatorial optimization problem among multiple sides [13],
[14]. The elements from one side is matched with ele-
ments of the other side based on preference ranking. Match-
ing algorithm has been widely used in resource scheduling.
In [15], Wang et al. adopted the stable matching method
for data offloading and payment decision between mobile
tasks and edge nodes for edge computing. In [16], Zhao et
al. employed a novel matching approach where the stations
and resources are matched to decide their desired alloca-
tion policy for performance enhancement. In [17], Rahim
et al. presented a matching method-assisted channel se-
lection algorithm to meet the differentiated requirement of
different users. However, the above literatures need per-
fect global knowledge to establish the required matching
preferences, which is mainly designed for single-timescale
resourcemanagement optimization. For the problem consid-
ered in this work, the large-timescale matching preferences
depends on the decisions of small-timescale resource man-
agement, which is not a priori when establishing matching
preferences. In addition, since the information of channel
gain and electromagnetic interference occurrence timing is
undertrain, conventional matching algorithm relying on de-
terministic knowledge is no longer suitable.

Several studies attempt to combine matching with re-
inforcement learning to address multi-timescale resource
management problem with stochastic characteristics [18].
Upper confidence bound (UCB) possess the advantages of
strong adaptability and flexibility under various environ-
ments. UCB has been widely utilized in addressing resource
management problems under uncertain information [19].
In [20], Deng et al. presented the UCB-assisted resource
scheduling capacity optimization method that improves re-
source utilization by considering the priority of microser-
vices, achieving more rational exploration. In [21], Qin et
al. suggested a UCB-assisted learning approach for match-
ing, using UCB to learn and establish a matching model
to estimate the performance of each task offloading candi-
date, achieving deterministic task offloading selection under
certainty. In [22], Qin et al. proposed a machine learning-
based conflict and volatility aware UCB matching solution,
utilizing UCB to address information uncertainty and real-
ize efficient information resource management. However,
conventional UCB adjusts exploration based solely on selec-
tion times, which cannot rapidly enhance exploration under
strong and impulsive interference. It requires a long time
to overcome the performance disturbance and reach con-
vergence. In [23], Zafar et al. proposed a multi-timescale
voltage stability constraint V/VAR optimization method, uti-
lizing the multi-timescale optimization method to improve
the steady state stability and security of the smart distribution
grid. In [24], Li et al. proposed a cloud-edge-device col-
laborative high-concurrency access management algorithm
based on multi-timescale joint optimization of channel pre-

allocation and load balancing degree to meet the require-
ments of high concurrent access for massive IoT devices.
However, these methods of jointly optimizing multiple op-
timization variables on multi-timescale do not take into ac-
count the electromagnetic interference and cannot effectively
avoid falling into non-optimal solutions, requiring a long
time to overcome the performance disturbance and reach
convergence.

To address these issues, a cloud-edge-end collabora-
tive multi-timescale multi-service resource management al-
gorithm for IoT-based distribution grid is proposed. First, we
develop system models of end-edge data uploading, cloud-
side computing resource allocation, and queuing delay con-
straint. Next, we formulate a multi-timescale joint optimiza-
tion problem aiming to minimize the weighted sum of total
energy consumption and queuing delay with the long-term
constraints on device-side and cloud-side queuing delay and
occurrence probability of extreme events. Finally, by intro-
ducing virtual deficit queues, the formulated multi-timescale
optimization problem is developed to a device scheduling op-
timization problemat large timescale and a joint optimization
problem of compression level selection optimization, trans-
mission power control, and computing resource allocation at
small timescale, which are addressed by the proposed algo-
rithm. Three major contributions are presented as follows.
• Low-Latency and Low-energy-consumption Re-

source Management based on sensing, communication,
and computing integration: We propose a low-latency
and low-energy-consumption resource management frame-
work by integrating sensing, communication, and comput-
ing, where sensing refers to data acquisition, communica-
tion refers to data transmission, and computing refers to
computing resource allocation. Specifically, compression
level selection (sensing), device scheduling and transmission
power control (communication), and computing (computing
resource allocation) are jointly optimized, which reduces the
weighted sum of energy consumption and queuing delay.
• Large-timescale Device Scheduling based on Slid-

ing Window Pricing Matching: We propose a large-
timescale device scheduling scheme based on sliding win-
dow pricing matching. It utilizes historical performances
of energy consumption and queuing delay to estimate the
device scheduling preferences. The sliding time window
which determines the estimation timespan is utilized to re-
move outdated historical performances and improve estima-
tion accuracy. Next, matching price rising scheme based on
queue backlog and service priority is developed to eliminate
matching conflicts caused by device scheduling quota.
• Small-timescale Compression Level Selection and

Power Control based on disturbance-robust UCB: We
develop a disturbance-robust UCB schemewhich determines
the existence of electromagnetic interference by comparing
the performance difference between two consecutive slots.
Then, based on the presence of electromagnetic interference,
the weight of confidence interval is dynamically increased
to promote the tendency of exploration. This can effectively
avoid being trapped in non-optimal solutions, increase the
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Fig. 1 Cloud-edge-end collaborative multi-service resource management framework for IoT-based
distribution grid.

convergence speed, and reduce performance fluctuation.
The remaining part is arranged below. Section 2 de-

scribes the system model. Section 3 describes the problem
formulation and decomposition. Cloud-edge-end collabo-
rative multi-timescale multi-service resource management
algorithm for IoT-based distribution grid is proposed in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 and Section 6 give the simulation results
and conclusion.

2. System Model

Fig. 1 illustrates the cloud-edge-end collaborative multi-
service resource management framework for IoT-based dis-
tribution grid. The device layer contains IoT devices, which
are scheduled to collect key state data of electric equip-
ment and monitor distribution grid operation. The collected
data are compressed and uploaded to the edge layer. The
edge layer is composed of several edge gateways responsi-
ble for resource management of device scheduling, com-
pression level selection, and transmission power control.
The data are further uploaded from edge gateway to the
cloud layer via 5G. Define the set of # edge gateways as
S = {B1, · · · , B=, · · · , B# }, where B= represents the =-th edge
gateway. The set of devices in range of scheduling manage-
ment of (= can be denoted byK= = {:=1 , · · · , :

=
<, · · · , :="= },

where ∀K= ∩ K=′ = ∅, = ≠ =′. The cloud layer con-
tains a cloud server denoted as B0, which allocates com-

puting resources to process the data of devices to support
novel multi-service applications including source-grid-load-
storage physical collaboration, power supply and utilization
resource collaboration, operation and control service collab-
oration, as well as ecological collaboration of external and
inner power grid.

To avoid large communication overhead caused by fre-
quent switching of devices, device scheduling is optimized in
each period, i.e, large timescale, while compression level se-
lection, transmission power control, as well as computing re-
source allocation are jointly optimized in each time slot, i.e.,
small timescale. Total optimization duration contains � peri-
odswhich is denoted byI = {1, · · · , 8, · · · , �}. One period is
composed of)0 slots having same slot length g. The slots set
in periods 8 is) (8) = {(8−1))0+1, (8−1))0+2, · · · , 8)0}. The
total slot set is T = {1, · · · , C, · · · , )}, and ) = �)0. Define
large-timescale device scheduling variable as G=< (8) ∈ {0, 1}.
If G=< (8) = 1, it represents that device :=< is scheduled to col-
lect data and upload them to edge gateway B= in period 8,
and otherwise, G=< (8) = 0. Due to communication resource
limitation, a device scheduling constraint is imposed where
at most @ devices can be scheduled by B= simultaneously,
which can be expressed as

"=∑
<=1

G=< (C) ≤ @,∀B= ∈ S,∀C ∈ T . (1)
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Define 0=
<,;
(C), %=< (C), and i=< (C) as the small-timescale

variables of compression level selection, transmission power
control, and computing resource allocation in slot C, respec-
tively. Among them, compression is utilized to reduce data
redundancy and improve transmission efficiency. Assume
there exist a total of ! compression levels which can be rep-
resented as L = {1, · · · , ;, · · · , !}. The compression rate
and compression ratio of the ;-th compression level are de-
noted as '; and \; , respectively. Thus, after compression, the
size of data to be transmitted is reduced to 1

\;
of the original

data size. If 0=
<,;
(C) = 1, it represents that the ;-th compres-

sion level is selected for device :=< to compress data within
slot C, else 0=

<,;
(C) = 0. The transmission power control is

introduced in 2.1 and the computing resource allocation is
introduced in 2.2. The goal is to achieve low-latency and low-
energy-consumption multi-service resource management for
distribution grid by jointly optimizing large-timescale device
scheduling as well as small-timescale compression level se-
lection, transmission power control, and computing resource
allocation.

2.1 End-Edge Data Uploading Model

Denote '=< (C) as the transmission rate between :=< and B= in
slot C, which can be calculated as

'=< (C) = �=<log2
(
1 + (�#'=< (C)

)
, (2)

where �=< is the available bandwidth between device :=<
and edge gateway B=. (�#'=< (C) represents the signal to
inference plus noise ratio (SINR), which can be calculated
as

(�#'=< (C) =
%=< (C)ℎ=< (C)
#EMI<,= (C) + #0

, (3)

where %=< (C) denotes the device :=<’s transmission power.
#0 is Gaussian white noise power. ℎ=< (C) is channel gain
between device :=< and edge server B=. #EMI<,= (C) is the elec-
tromagnetic interference power.

For simplicity purpose, transmission power %=< (C) is
discretized into � levels. The set of the transmission power
is P =

{
%min, · · · , %min + ( 9−1) (%max−%min)�−1 , · · · , %max

}
, and

%=< (C) ∈ P. %max and %min represent upper and lower bounds
of transmission power.

When device :=< selects compression level ; for data
compression, i.e., 0=

<,;
(C) = 1, the actual transmission rate

between :=< and B= is expressed as

'�<,= (C) = min('; , \;'=< (C)). (4)

where '; represents the compression rate of the ;-th com-
pression level.

Then, the amount of data that device :=< can upload to
edge gatewayB= is expressed as

�=< (C) = min
{
&=< (C), g'�<,= (C)

}
. (5)

The collected data are stored on IoT device and main-
tained as a data queue. The data queue backlog evolution of

Fig. 2 The evolution of the data queues on the devices and cloud.

:=< in slot C can be expressed as

&=< (C + 1) = max{&=< (C) − G=< (8)�=< (C), 0} +*=< (C),
(6)

where *=< (C) represents collected data size serving as the
queue input. G=< (C)�=< (C) denotes data volume uploaded
into edge gateway, which serves as the queue output.

Therefore, the device-side queuing delay of device :=<
is expressed as

g
qu,de
<,= (C) =

&=< (C)
*̃=< (C)

. (7)

*̃=< (C) represents the average data input rate of :=< until slot
C, which is expressed as

*̃=< (C) =
∑C−1
3=1*

=
< (3)

(C − 1)g . (8)

The data transmission delay and data transmission en-
ergy consumption of :=< in slot C are given by

gTx<,= (C) =
�=< (C)
'�<,= (C)

, (9)

�Tx<,= (C) = gTx<,= (C) %=< (C) . (10)

The edge gateway B= receives the data uploaded by :=< and
further transmits to the cloud.

2.2 Cloud-side Computing Resource Allocation Model

The cloud server maintains a data queue for each device.
The evolution of the data queues on the devices and cloud is
shown in Fig. 2. The data queue backlog corresponding to
device :=< cached on the cloud can be calculated as

,=
< (C + 1) = max

{
,=
< (C) − /=< (C), 0

}
+ G

=
< (8)�=< (C)

\;
,

(11)

where G=< (C)�=< (C)
\;

represents the data uploaded by :=<, serv-
ing as the queue input. /=< (C) serves as the queue output,
indicating data volume processed by the cloud.
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Defining the computing resources (cycles/s) allocated
by the cloud server for processing data of :=< as i=< (C), /=< (C)
is calculated as

/=< (C) = min
{
gi=< (C)
V=<

,,=
< (C)

}
, (12)

where V=< represents the data computational complexity (cy-
cles/bit) of device :=<.

Therefore, the cloud-side queuing delay of device :=< is
expressed as

g
qu,cl
<,= (C) =

,=
< (C)

�̃=< (C)
. (13)

�̃=< (C) represents the average data input rate of ,=
< (C) until

slot C, which is expressed as

�̃=< (C) =
∑8−1
4=1

∑4)0
3=(4−1))0+1 G

=
< (4)�=< (3)

(C − 1)\;

+
∑C−1
3=(8−1))0+1 G

=
< (8)�=< (3)

(C − 1)\;
. (14)

The data processing delay and energy consumption for
cloud server processing :=< data are expressed as

g
pro
<,= (C) =

/=< (C)V=<
i=< (C)

, (15)

�
pro
<,= (C) = s<,=

[
i=< (C)

]3
g
pro
<,= (C), (16)

where s<,= is the energy consumption factor.

2.3 Long-term Queuing Delay Constraint

2.3.1 Device-side Long-term Queuing Delay Constraint

Considering the low-latency requirement for services such as
source-grid-load-storage physical collaboration, long-term
queuing delay constraints are imposed on device-side and
cloud-side data queues [25].

The device-side long-term average queuing delay con-
straint of device :=< can be expressed as

lim
)→∞

1
)

)∑
C=1

g
qu,de
<,= (C) ≤ g=,de<,max, (17)

where g=,de<,max represents the maximum tolerable device-side
queuing delay for :=<.

2.3.2 Cloud-side Long-term Queuing Delay Constraint

The cloud-side long-term average queuing delay constraint
of device :=< can be expressed as

lim
)→∞

1
)

)∑
C=1

g
qu,cl
<,= (C) ≤ g=,cl<,max, (18)

where g=,cl<,max represents the maximum tolerable cloud-side
queuing delay for :=<.

2.3.3 Device-side Extreme Event Constraint

As devices have limited data stored capacity, an extreme
event occurs when the device-side data queue backlog ex-
ceeds a certain threshold. The extreme event may lead to
data loss and data overwriting, resulting in incomplete multi-
service information, inefficient service operations, and even
grid operation risks. Therefore, we impose a occurrence
probability constraint of the extreme events, which is ex-
pressed as

lim
)→∞

1
)

)∑
C=1
Pr

(
&=< (C) > &=<,max

)
≤ j=<, (19)

where &=<,max is the device-side data queue backlog thresh-
old for device :=<, and j=< is the maximum tolerable occur-
rence probability of extreme events for :=<.

2.4 Total Energy Consumption and Queuing Delay Model

The total queuing delay of device :=< includes the device-side
and cloud-side queuing delay, which is given by

g
qu,total
<,= (C) = gqu,de<,= (C) + gqu,cl<,= (C). (20)

The total energy consumption of device :=< includes the data
transmission and data processing energy consumption. It
can be expressed as

� total<,= (C) = �Tx<,= (C) + �
pro
<,= (C). (21)

3. Problem Formulation and Decomposition

3.1 Problem Formulation

To realize low-latency and low-energy consumption multi-
service resourcemanagement for IoT-based distribution grid,
the objective is to minimize average weighted sum of total
energy consumption and queuing delay of all devices over
) slots. The large-timescale device scheduling as well as
small-timescale compression level selection, transmission
power control, and computing resource allocation are jointly
optimized with the long-term constraints on queuing delay
and occurrence probability of the extreme events. Define
the weighted sum of total energy consumption and queuing
delay as

Z (C) = gqu,total<,= (C) ++�� total<,= (C), (22)

where +� is a weight that balances the energy consumption
and queuing delay. Hence, the optimization problem is given
by

P1 : min
{G=< (8) ,%=< (C) ,0=<,; (C) ,i

=
< (C) }

lim
)→∞

1
)

)∑
C=1

#∑
==1

"=∑
<=1

Z (C)
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s.t. �1 : G=< (8) ∈ {0, 1},∀B= ∈ S,∀:=< ∈ K=,∀8 ∈ I,
�2 : (1),∀B= ∈ S,∀8 ∈ I,
�3 : %=< (C) ∈ P,∀B= ∈ S,∀:=< ∈ K=,∀C ∈ T ,
�4 : 0=<,; (C) ∈ {0, 1},∀B= ∈ S,∀:

=
< ∈ K=,
∀C ∈ T ,∀; ∈ L,

�5 :
!∑
;=1

0=<,; (C) = 1,∀B= ∈ S,∀:
=
< ∈ K=,∀C ∈ T ,

�6 :
(=∑
==1

"=∑
<=1

i=< (C) ≤ imax (C),∀B= ∈ S,∀C ∈ T ,

�7 : (17) ∼ (19),∀B= ∈ S,∀:=< ∈ K=. (23)

�1 and �2 are the device scheduling constraints. �3 indi-
cates transmission power constraint. �4 as well as �5 are
the compression level selection constraints, indicating that
a device can only choose a single compression level per
slot. �6 indicates computing resource constraints of the
cloud server, where imax (C) means maximum usable com-
puting resources for cloud server. �7 includes long-term
device-side and cloud-side queuing delay constraints as well
as occurrence probability constraint of the extreme events.

3.2 Problem Decomposition

It is difficult to settle P1 on account of contradiction of long-
term constraints and short-term optimization. Therefore,
we introduce virtual queue to decompose the optimization
problem [26]. For the long-term device-side queuing delay
constraint, define device-side queuing delay deficit virtual
queue as

�=< (C + 1) = max{�=< (C) + g
qu,de
<,= (C) − g=,de<,max, 0}. (24)

�=< (C) represents the deviation degree between the current
device-side queuing delay and the constraint.

Similarly, for the long-term cloud-side queuing delay
constraint, define the cloud-side queuing delay deficit virtual
queue as

$=< (C + 1) = max{$=< (C) + g
qu,cl
<,= (C) − g=,cl<,max, 0}. (25)

For the long-term occurrence probability constraint on
the extreme events, define the extreme event occurrence
probability deficit virtual queue as

.=< (C+1) = max{.=< (C)+I(&=< (C+1) > &=<,max)−j=<, 0}.
(26)

I{•} = 1 indicates the event is true, or I{•} = 0.
Based on the Lyapunov optimization[27], the origi-

nal long-term optimization problem is developed to several
short-term optimization problems per slot. The optimization
objective of the decomposed problem is given by

Z ′(C) = gqu,total<,= (C) ++�� total<,= (C) −+&&=< (C)G=< (C)�=< (C)
++..=< (C)I(&=< (C + 1) > &=<,max)

++��=< (C)g
qu,de
<,= (C) −+,,=

< (C)/=< (C)
++$$=< (C)g

qu,cl
<,= (C), (27)

where+&,+. ,+� ,+, , and+$ are weights of&=< (C),.=< (C),
�=< (C),,=

< (C), and $=< (C), respectively.
Therefore, the decomposed optimization problem is

given by
P2 : min

{G=< (8) ,%=< (C) ,0=<,; (C) ,i
=
< (C) }

Z ′(C)

s.t. �1 ∼ �6.
(28)

Based on optimization variables, decomposed opti-
mization problem is separated as two optimization subprob-
lems.

The first optimization subproblem aims to minimize
the device-side queuing delay, data transmission energy
consumption, and device-side queue fluctuation by jointly
optimizing large-timescale device scheduling as well as
small-timescale compression level selection and transmis-
sion power control, i.e.,

SP1 : min
{G=< (8) ,%=< (C) ,0=<,; (C) }

ZSP1<,= (C)

= g
qu,de
<,= (C) ++��Tx<,= (C)

−+&&=< (C)G=< (8)�=< (C) ++��=< (C)g
qu,de
<,= (C)

++..=< (C)I(&=< (C + 1) > &=<,max)
s.t. �1 ∼ �5. (29)

The second optimization subproblem aims to minimize
the cloud-side queuing delay, data processing energy con-
sumption, and cloud-side queue fluctuation by optimizing
the computing resource allocation, i.e.,

SP2 : min
{i=< (C) }

ZSP2<,= (C)

= g
qu,cl
<,= (C) ++��pro<,= (C) −+,,=

< (C)/=< (C)
++$$=< (C)g

qu,cl
<,= (C)

s.t. �6. (30)

4. Cloud-edge-end Collaborative Multi-timescale Multi-
service Resource Management Algorithm for IoT-
based Distribution Grid

A cloud-edge-end collaborative multi-timescale multi-
service resource management algorithm for IoT-based dis-
tribution grid is proposed. It consists of a large-timescale
device scheduling algorithm based on sliding window pric-
ing matching, and a small-timescale algorithm based on
disturbance-robust UCB. Fig. 3 illustrates the detailed algo-
rithm principle which is described below.

4.1 Large-timescale Device Scheduling based on Sliding
Window Pricing Matching

Matching theory is used to address the large-timescale device
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Fig. 3 Framework of cloud-edge-end collaborative multi-timescale multi-service resource manage-
ment.

scheduling problem. However, conventional matching algo-
rithms require perfect global knowledge to construct prefer-
ences, which is not a priori and depends on small-timescale
optimization decisions. To address this issue, we improve
conventional matching by developing a sliding window price
matching approach. First, the matching preferences of de-
vice scheduling is constructed based on historical perfor-
mances already known, and a sliding window is utilized
to remove outdated historical performances from preference
estimation to improve estimation accuracy and increase con-
vergence speed. Second, a price rising mechanism based on
device-side queue backlog and service priority is developed
to eliminate matching conflict caused by device scheduling
constraint defined in (1). The procedure of sliding window-
based matching preference list construction and price rising-
based matching competition elimination are introduced as
follows.

4.1.1 Sliding Window based Matching Preference List
Construction

Model device scheduling problem as a group of parallel
many-to-one matching, while the =-th matching is a map-
ping from the device set K= to the edge gateway B=. Define
� as the sliding window size in terms of slots. To achieve the
goal of minimizing total energy consumption and queuing
delay, the matching preference of device scheduling is de-
signed to be negatively related with performance of energy
consumption and queuing delay over previous � slots. The
preference of device :=< towards scheduling in period 8 is
given by

Θ=,con< (8) = 1

1
�

�−1∑
3=0

ZSP1<,= ((8 − 1))0 − 3)
− ^=,con< (8),

(31)

where ^=,con< (8) is matching price used to eliminate conflict,
and its initial value is set as zero.

On the other hand, an unscheduled device saves en-
ergy consumption. Therefore, the preference of :=< towards
unscheduling is given by

Θ=,dis< (8) = +Θ
�

�−1∑
3=0

+��
Tx
<,= ((8 − 1))0 − 3), (32)

where +Θ represents the adjustment parameter used to uni-
form order of magnitude between Θ=,con< (8) and Θ=,dis< (8).

For device :=<, if Θ
=,con
< (8) > Θ

=,dis
< (8), it sends an

access request to edge gateway B=. Otherwise, it does not
send access request and stays unscheduled in this period.
Afterwards, if the number of access requests received by
each edge gateway B= exceeds @, the constraint defined in (1).
We develop a price rising mechanism with service priority
awareness to eliminate conflict, which is introduced in the
next subsection.

4.1.2 Service Priority-aware Matching Price Rising

First, all devices competing to access are added in a set Ω=.
Then, increase the matching prices of all the devices in set
Ω= as

^=,con< (8) = ^=,con< (8) + Δ^
?=<
, (33)
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Algorithm 1 Large-timescale Device Scheduling based on
Sliding Window Pricing Matching

Initialization:
1: for 8 = 1, 2, · · · , � do
2: Initialize Ω= = K=, ^=,con< (8) = 0 and Δ^ = 0.1.

Sliding Window based Matching Preference List Construction:
3: for = = 1, 2, · · · , # do
4: while |Ω= | > @ do
5: for < = 1, 2, · · · , "= do
6: Calculate Θ=,con< (8) and Θ=,dis< (8) based on (31), (32).
7: if Θ=,con< (8) > Θ=,dis< (8) then
8: Device :=< send an access request to edge gateway
B=.

9: else
10: Ω= = Ω=\:=<.
11: end if
12: end for

Service Priority-aware Matching Price Rising:
13: if The number of requesting devices is less than or equal to

@ then
14: The edge gateway directly matches with all requesting

devices.
15: else
16: Update ^=,con< (8) based on (33).
17: end if
18: end while
19: end for
20: end for

where ?=< represents the service priority of device :=<. In
other words, the price rising step correlates negatively with
service priority, which ensures devices supporting high-
priority services have a slower price rising step and a larger
tendency to be matched, i.e., scheduled.

Next, update the matching preference based on (33).
Due to service priority-aware price rising, the preferences
of devices with smaller priories are reduced rapidly. If
Θ
=,con
< (8) < Θ=,dis< (8), namely, the benefit of being unsched-

uled is larger than that of being scheduled, device :=< is
forced to give up and removed from the set Ω=. Thus, the
price rising procedure is repeated to eliminate matching con-
flict until the number of competing devices is less than @.

The specific implementation procedures of sliding win-
dow pricing matching are summarized in Algorithm 1.

4.2 Small-timescale Compression Level Selection and
Power Control based on Disturbance-robust UCB

UCB is an effective method for solving the multi-armed ban-
dit (MAB) problem. It considers both the average gain of
the arms and the upper bound of the confidence level to
strike a balance between exploration and exploitation. How-
ever, the traditional UCB algorithm uses a fixed exploration
weight in the solution process, which cannot dynamically
adjust the weight of the confidence interval when the burst
electromagnetic interference occurs. As a result, the al-
gorithm lacks the ability to explore new optimal solutions
after the channel environment changes and is prone to con-
verging to non-optimal solutions. Therefore, we propose a
disturbance-robust UCB scheme that determines the exis-

tence of electromagnetic interference by comparing the per-
formance difference between two consecutive slots. Then,
based on the presence of electromagnetic interference, the
weight of the confidence interval is dynamically increased
to promote the tendency of exploration. This can effec-
tively avoid being trapped in non-optimal solutions, increase
the convergence speed, and reduce performance fluctuation,
thereby achieving disturbance robustness under the presence
of burst electromagnetic interference.

Upon obtaining the large-timescale device scheduling
decision based on sliding window pricing matching, we pro-
ceed to optimize the small-timescale compression level se-
lection and power control using the proposed disturbance-
robust UCB to increase the convergence speed, and reduce
performance fluctuation. First, we model the optimization
problem of compression level selection and power control as
a MAB problem, and the details are as follows.

Arms: Arms refer to the candidate solutions of com-
pression level selection and transmission power control. To
reduce the solution space, one compression level and one
transmission power level are combined to form a candidate
arm. Since there exist ! data compression levels and � trans-
mission power levels, the total number of arms is !×�. Arm
c;, 9 represents thematching pair of the ;-th compression level
and the 9-th power level.

Actions: Actions are the decisions of selecting which
arm to reduce the reward.

Rewards: Reward is defined as the benefit perceived
after selecting and executing an action. The reward corre-
sponding to selecting arm c;, 9 can be denoted by the recip-
rocal of the optimization goal, which is Υ;, 9<,= (C) = 1

Z SP1<,= (C)
.

The concrete realization of small-timescale compres-
sion level selection and power control based on disturbance-
robustUCB is concluded inAlgorithm2, which is introduced
below.

Step 1: Initialization. Device :=< iterates through all
! × � arms to obtain initial reward values Υ;, 9<,= (0). Define
the arm selection indicator variable as �;, 9<,= (C). When device
:=< selects arm c;, 9 in slot C, �;, 9<,= (C) = 1. Average reward
value for device :=< for c;, 9 can be given by Υ

;, 9

<,= (C), and
the number of times that c;, 9 has been selected up to slot C
is denoted as {;, 9<,= (C). The exploration weight of confidence
interval is denoted as l(C). Initialize Υ

;, 9

<,= (0) = Υ
;, 9
<,= (0)

and {;, 9<,= (0) = 1. Define l(1) = l0, where l0 represents
the initial value of the exploration weight.

Step 2: Exploration and exploitation balanced arm se-
lection. Based on Υ

;, 9

<,= (C) and {
;, 9
<,= (C), device :=< calculates

the upper confidence bound for each arm as

Υ̃
;, 9
<,= (C) = Υ

;, 9

<,= (C − 1) + l(C)
√

ln(C)
{
;, 9
<,= (C − 1)

, (34)

where Υ
;, 9

<,= (C − 1) is average reward for device :=< for se-
lecting arm c;, 9 up to slot (C − 1).
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Algorithm 2 Small-timescale Compression Level Selection
and Power Control based on Disturbance-robust UCB
1: for C = 1, 2, ..., ) do
2: Phase 1: Initialization
3: Device :=< iterates through all ! × � arms to obtain initial reward

values Υ;, 9<,= (0) .
4: Phase 2: Exploration and exploitation balanced arm selection
5: Calculate the upper confidence bound for each arm based on (34).
6: Select the arm with the largest upper confidence bound as the opti-

mal solution.
7: Phase 3: Learning parameter updating
8: Calculate the reward Υ;, 9<,= (C) and update Υ

;, 9

<,= (C) and {
;, 9
<,= (C) .

9: Phase 4: Disturbance-robust exploration weight adjustment
10: Detect the presence of interference based on (37).
11: if ΔΥ=< (C) > ΔΥ

th
<,= then

12: Update the exploration factor based on (38).
13: else
14: Let l (C + 1) be l0.
15: end if
16: end for

The second term allows device to balance exploration
and exploitation based on the number of arm selection times.
Ifh;, 9<,= (C−1) is largewhich indicates that arm c;, 9 has already
been selected many times, the second term of exploration
becomes smaller to enforce exploitation with larger average
reward. Conversely, if h;, 9<,= (C − 1) is smaller, the second
term becomes dominant to enforce exploration of arms with
potential better rewards.

Upon obtaining Υ̃;, 9<,= (C), the arm having the largest
upper confidence bound is selected as optimal solution in
slot C.

Step 3: Learning parameter updating. After executing
selected compression level and power level, the average re-
ward, i.e., Υ

;, 9

<,= (C), and arm selection time, i.e., {;, 9<,= (C), are
updated based on observed reward Υ;, 9<,= (C), which are given
by

Υ
;, 9

<,= (C) =
Υ
;, 9

<,= (C − 1) {
;, 9
<,= (C − 1) + �;, 9<,= (C) Υ;, 9<,= (C)

{
;, 9
<,= (C − 1) + �;, 9<,= (C)

,

(35)

{
;, 9
<,= (C) = {;, 9<,= (C − 1) + �;, 9<,= (C) . (36)

Step 4: Disturbance-robust exploration weight adjust-
ment. The presence of interference is detected by comparing
the deviation of rewards between adjacent slots, and can be
expressed as

ΔΥ=< (C) =
!∑
;=1

�∑
9=1
�
;, 9
<,= (C) Υ;, 9<,= (C)

−
!∑
;=1

�∑
9=1
�
;, 9
<,= (C − 1) Υ;, 9<,= (C − 1).

(37)

If ΔΥ
=

< (C) is greater than deviation threshold ΔΥ
th
<,=,

electromagnetic interference is indicated. In this case, the

Algorithm 3 Cloud-side Greedy-based Computational Re-
source Allocation Algorithm
1: Input: , =

< (C) , g
qu,cl
<,= (C) �

pro
<,= (C) /=< (C) ,$=< (C) .

2: Initialize K′= = {:=< ∈ K= |, =
< (C) > 0}, and Δimax (C) = imax (C) .

3: while K′= ≠ ∅ and Δimax (C) > 0 do
4: i=< (C) = min{Δimax (C) ,

V=<
g

[
, =
< (C)

]
}.

5: :=
<∗ = argmax:=<∈K= Z

SP2
<,= (C) .

6: Δimax (C) = Δimax (C) − i=<∗ (C) .
7: K′= = K′=\:=<∗ .
8: end while.

exploration factor is rapidly increased to facilitate faster con-
vergence. If ΔΥ

=

< (C) is less than or equal to ΔΥ
th
<,=, let

l(C + 1) remain l0. Therefore, the exploration weight is
adjusted as

l(C + 1) =
{
l(C) ++Υ ΔΥ

=
< (C)

ΔΥth<,=
,ΔΥ=< (C) > ΔΥth<,=

l0,ΔΥ
=
< (C) ≤ ΔΥth<,=

(38)

The proposed exploration weight adjustment mecha-
nism can significantly reduces convergence time and per-
formance degradation by exploring alternative arms with
potentially better rewards, thereby achieving disturbance ro-
bustness under the presence of burst electromagnetic inter-
ference.

4.3 Cloud-side Greedy-based Computational Resource Al-
location Algorithm

A low-complexity heuristic approach for addressing cloud-
side computing resource allocation problem is presented
based on min-max theory. The main concept is to aggres-
sively allocate computing recourse to the device data queue
with the worst performance, i.e., the maximum objective
value defined in terms of ZSP2<,= (C). The implementation pro-
cedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.

First, initialize the set of devices with computing re-
source requirements as K ′= = {:=< ∈ K= |,=

< (C) > 0} and
the available computing resources as Δimax (C) = imax (C).
Then, calculate the objective value ZSP2<,= (C) achieved by pro-
cessing the data of each device :=< and the corresponding
required amount of computing resources i=< (C). Select
the device :=

<∗ with the largest value ZSP2
<∗ ,= (C), and allo-

cate the required computing resources i=
<∗ (C) to process its

data. Afterwards, remove :=
<∗ from the set K ′= and update

Δimax (C) = Δimax (C) − i=<∗ (C).
The computing resource allocation iteration terminates

once all device data have been processed, meaning thatK ′= =
∅, or no computing resources remain free, meaning that
Δimax (C) = 0.

5. Simulation Result

We verify the effective performance of the proposed algo-
rithm through simulations. A multi-service resource man-
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Table 1 Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

# 10 "= 40
) 100 )0 10
� 4 � 10
g 100 ms @ 25
�=< [1,2] MHz *=< (C) [1.2,1.8] Mbits
?=< [1,2,3] %=< (C) [0.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5] W
! 3 #0 -114 dBm
+� 2 × 103 j=< 0.5
g
=,de
<,max 100 ms g

=,cl
<,max 120 ms
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Fig. 4 Average weighted sum of energy consumption and queuing delay
versus time slot.

agement scenario for IoT-based distribution grid is consid-
ered. The scenario includes 1 cloud server, 10 edge gate-
ways, and 400 IoT devices. Each edge gateway manages
the scheduling of 40 IoT devices. Other relevant simulation
parameters are specified in Table 1. The data compression
sensing learning based information aggregation algorithm
(DCSL) [28] and the UCB and virtual queue theory based
device scheduling algorithm (UVQ) [29] are used for com-
parison. DCSL schedules the device randomly and optimizes
data compression level and transmission power control by
using the epsilon greedy algorithm. UVQ optimizes device
scheduling based on UCB and utilizes a constant compres-
sion level. Then UVQ constructs a virtual queue of energy
consumption constraints to adjust transmission power dy-
namically. However, both DCSL and UVQ process the ar-
rived data in serial order without considering service priority
and computing resource allocation. None of them considers
the solution to address the performance fluctuation caused
by electromagnetic interference and guarantee constraint of
extreme event occurrences.

Fig. 4 illustrates the average weighted sum of energy
consumption and queuing delay versus time slot. The pro-
posed algorithm has the lowest average sum. When C=100,
the weighted sum of the proposed algorithm is decreased by
6.96% and 5.05% compared to DCSL and UVQ. The ratio-

Fig. 5 Average weighted sum of energy consumption and queuing delay
("= = 20 ∼ 80).

nale behind this is that the proposed algorithm not only opti-
mizes large-timescale device scheduling but also optimizes
small-timescale data compression level, transmission power
control and computing resource allocation, which is adapt-
able to time-varying channel state conditions. In addition,
it combines interference-robust weight adjustment and vir-
tual deficit queue backlog-aware extreme event occurrence
constraint guarantee mechanisms to improve convergence
and optimality performances. Details are explained in other
figures.

Fig. 5 illustrates the average weighted sum of energy
consumption and queuing delay versus the number of de-
vices "=. When increasing "= from 20 to 80, the competi-
tion among devices becomes intense, and the performances
of all the algorithms degrade. However, under 80 devices,
the average weighted sum achieved by the proposed algo-
rithm is 13.11% and 15.62% less than those of DCSL and
UVQ, respectively. The rationale behind this is that the slid-
ing window size can be flexibly adjusted based on practical
needs to remove outdated historical performances for realiz-
ing more accurate preference estimation. In addition, price
rising based on service priority and queuing backlog effec-
tively eliminates device competition. Particularly, devices
with lower service priority and smaller queuing backlog are
forced to wait for the next period.

Fig. 6 shows the queuing performance under differen-
tiated service priorities. It is obvious that service priority
awareness is achieved by the proposed algorithm. The queu-
ing delay of the highest-priority service is 22.82% lower than
that of the lowest-priority service. In comparison, neither
DCSL nor UVQ demonstrates clear queuing delay perfor-
mance improvement for high-priority service. This is due
to the consideration of service priority in the matching price
rising mechanism.

Fig. 7 shows the average weighted sum of energy con-
sumption and queuing delay under sudden interference. A
bust electromagnetic interference occurs at the 50-th slot,
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Fig. 6 The queuing delay performance and energy consumption perfor-
mance of services with differentiated priorities.
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Fig. 7 Average weighted sum of energy consumption and queuing delay
under sudden interference.

and the performances of all the three algorithms become de-
graded instantaneously. However, the proposed algorithm
converges fastest to the smallest weighted sum. Compared
to DCSL and UVQ, the average weighted sum increase is
reduced by 14.97% and 21.85%. This gain of interference
robustness originates from the careful detection of interfer-
ence existence by comparing performance degradations be-
tween consecutive slots. In addition, the exploration weight
of UCB is rapidly increased to find other better alternative
strategy in the presence of interference.

Fig. 8 shows the scatter plot of queuing delay perfor-
mances on the device side and cloud side. Compared to
the DCSL and UVQ, the proposed algorithm not only has
the lowest queuing delay, but also guarantees queuing delay
constraints. The reasons are three folds. First, virtual deficit
queue backlogs corresponding to queuing delay constraints
are considered to adjust optimization objective. Second, the
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Fig. 8 Scatter plot of queuing delay performances on the device side and
cloud side.
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Fig. 9 Total queuing delay and total energy consumption versus +� .

virtual deficit queue backlog corresponding to constraint of
extreme event occurrence is also considered to avoid extreme
large queue backlog. Finally, exploration weight is rapidly
improved to reduce convergence duration and queuing delay
fluctuation caused by burst electromagnetic interference.

Fig. 9 shows the tradeoff between the total energy con-
sumption and the total queuing delay under different weight
values of +� . It is shown that as the weight increases from
1 × 103 to 3 × 103, the total energy consumption is reduced
by 39.86% at the cost of increased total queuing delay, i.e.,
an increment of 29.34%. Thus, by adjusting the weight
value, the proposed algorithm can effectively quantifies the
complex tradeoff between energy consumption and queuing
delay, which sheds insight into network design. Therefore,
the value of +� should be carefully determined following
multi-services of distribution grid to meet practical needs.

Fig. 10 shows the average weighted sum of energy con-
sumption and queuing delay under different sizes of sliding
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Fig. 10 Average weighted sum of energy consumption and queuing delay
versus � .

time window �. The figure shows that when C=100, the
proposed algorithm with window size �=4 has the best per-
formance. The average weighted sum is 8.91% and 4.87%
lower than those of �=1 and �=8, respectively. This is
because a too small window size is insufficient to explore
historical performance, while a too large window size incor-
porates numerous outdated data which significantly reduces
estimation accuracy of matching preferences.

6. Conclusion

We presented a cloud-edge-end collaborative multi-
timescale multi-service resource management algorithm to
realize low-delay and low-energy consumption resource
management. Specifically, the sliding window pricing
matching was proposed to solve large-timescale device
scheduling, and the disturbance-robust UCB and greedy al-
gorithmwas developed to solve small-timescale compression
level selection, power control, and computing resource allo-
cation. Compared to DCSL and UVQ, the proposed algo-
rithm reduces the average weighted sum of total energy con-
sumption and queuing delay by 6.96%and 5.05%. Moreover,
simulation results demonstrate that it can adaptively achieve
service priority awareness and reduce performance fluctu-
ation caused by burst electromagnetic interference. Future
work will concentrate on the joint optimization of edge-side
multi-dimensional resources in multi-service scenarios with
different delay requirements.
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